
Use the cards to identify

feelings, for example ask, 

 Which fish look excited?

Also: Which fish are feeling the

same as you?

Also: What story can you tell

about this fish? 

Also: What do you think Farr

Lapp the Seahorse is seeing? 

Cards

Stones have feelings too - a  quarry of quirky, engaging,

happy, sad, afraid, shy, joyful ‘stone’ characters, specially

created for building a feelings vocabulary.

The Bears - a simple yet powerful resource for identifying,

talking about and reflecting on feelings.

Anxiety Solutions for Kids -  50 simple, practical, creative, fun

activities for anxious or worried children to explore to see

what might work best for them.

Funky Fish Feelings -  48 fabulous fish characters for helping

children describe feelings.

Body Signals - a marvellous mob of meerkats who help

children tune into their body signals and build the language to

describe them.

Tactile

Stickers - 520 little stickers that can say a lot about how we

respect and value each other.

Book

Byron and the Chairs - a story that creates an understanding

of what it looks like to children when relationships change. 

Mixing things - Ask the

children to select Bears cards

for how Byron is feeling

throughout the book. 

Also: How might the other

characters in the story be

feeling? Is there a bear that

shows that feeling?

Ask: Select a bear to show how

you are feeling.

Mixing things - Can you see some

Meerkats showing you their body  

signals when they feel like

this/your  bear? 

Also: When you are happy, which

bear is you?

Also: Which bears match these

times/activities?

Use the cards one-on-one or in a

group activity, for example: choose a

drawing-based activity card and link

it to a group based drawing activity.

Also: Choose 3 or 4 cards for

children to use when they have

uncomfortable feelings and body

sensations - the cards use different

modalities that can help children find

what works for them. 

Use to notice how

others are feeling,

invite children to offer

a sticker to a friend

when they recognise

that feeling. 

Also:  use to map how a

child feels about the

session that has just

ended. 

Invite the children to act

out some body signals and

ask, for example, what

does frowning look/feel

like when you do it?

Also: Which of the cards

show  meerkats that need

help? 

Also: Where do you feel

your feelings? Are they

nice or not so nice?

managing
feelings pack ideas

Invite children to choose

a stone character to

represent each member

of their family.

 Also: Hold a treasure

hunt for stones to

decorate with faces.

Also, invite children

make their own stone

from plasticine or clay

See the card set booklets 

for more ideas!
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